
LECTURE F.
CaseK=1. So:FzE7, 11525n, 85CT with F" = r ar EggFl.

Firstly, let L=0 be a pach-off of the core of a. The endpoints oL = OoW can ce

connected by an arc d = OW (by connectedness option on 00W which can be chosen to mis -Handle Slides Lemna-

attaching region of all other handles. Then A
=Lva is a circle in 0.W" which can be The change of Garis I. F." gF"(or FM gFTY in CIM for some Itrine, gET.

anued to be smooth and disjoint from all aft. circles of I-handles, 10 lines in CW E. can be realized geometrically on the handle decomposition. More precisely, the att. sphere
By construction. A goes over his geometrically once. of his"can be isotoped to that the resulting (kti-handle corresponds to itsgit" in C

Janna. The are a consechonenethat A:=Lux: S'QW"" is mullhomotopic. truing the. We can start from a small unknot is"COW
K

Hunning thie, we will have that A is unknotted since dim (QW=2>5. * and side it over handles his
"
with crefficients 9 until we have A: "GOWE**

N

with CET =gh." Since handle slides are isotopies, A is unmotted.
J =1

N

proof of Lenna. Since attaching a handle is homology equivalent to attaching a k-cell, On the other hand, ou CA] = It"says that A goes over a"algetrically once.K

only 1- and Ihandles can change the The the WhitneyTrick Lemma finishes the proof:
True:H.W** T.W A can be improved to go over his zoom, once. D.

=C =
and HOW CANWE Key turning WE upside down). proof of Handle SlidesTemina.

By the L-cobordium assumption 4. OW EST.W therefore, We can attach handles of the same index in any order, no consider (NE"a" vh"
T.QW' = N,0oW. In 0, (W =9") We have a prch-off of Ag, which bounda dien =puch off of the coreoy h"*I' j'

· I ICoW=9i7 we immadiately have A-- in QWE2 Then we can form an ambient connected rur
=2

· More generally:A might be notarial (ATtO E HOW E.WEEE NOW. As #aAi= (Ao-ripAvrIwioW.Wil v (Ap-rpth where ]= g5 T
Let us be a loop in NW realizing this class, chosen to that it Wi =path from Ag

misses all att spheres of 1-and Ihandles.Thus, livesinW. DO *Tr"O AwAr

to the basepoint

=2
and replacing a with di" gives A:= LoxB"**inOW. is. Ofc ⑩

Since Alecript is isotope reboundary to rpt, via O, we have isotopies
CaseK=2.

IDEA:Start from Ai= small unknot and isotope it using handle slides Bai 20 21.until it goes over ageometrically once. find red sphere

Fit asa al

vriniw.wil-ripA W

thatboundsadim InJ A#A Al Al A Ac
N

Since HxIE, OWW;2 =0 we have that ...-Cri qu Cu - ...
is act On the other hand, we clearly have that a handle attached to Air As

Then C=0 implies that we is subjective. corresponds to Hi* gH" (to get -get use oppositely created Api. 1



Step2:
We are left with of quaint CuO and we wish to remove there as well. Corollaries,
Since Ha (COT =0, O is an isomorphism IIA"--LRN"

represented by a metrics 3:= Fit Thm - Top PoincareConjecture in kims,co-
If N is a smooth homotopy n-sphere and >6,

Lemma. If I can be modified to the identity matrics Idiin by the moves listed below, then N is homeomorphic to is"
then all the remaining handles can be removed.

proof. Remove two small dience from N. The resulting manifold is a simply connected
Moves:it interchange rous:EC inEt h-colordium from 14to itself, so by the n-coburdium theorem:

caddrows:EC inE C. DYrDY, OD.ODY) El OID" x10. 17. ODixCO3, OD? x(i)
We can glue back D"by idos. Get D" has to degued back by

30 (destabilize:EC inE. a humeomorphium extending the diffcomcim ODY- OYx3
so multiply a row by get low -g):Eta

r use the radial extin she previous exercise sheets). D.

proof. Show that each more on matrices can be realized leg a more on handles. (Exercise]1.

The [Di Schoenflies Conpeture in dim =5]
det. The Whitehead group Wh till is the set of equivalence dances under If K:""LS" is a smooth emsedding and us, 6,

moves 10-4 of invertible matrices ofarbitrary size with entries in ICT, then the done of each component of"KIS" is differmorphic to D"

withgroup stature I + 3
'

= (Py.).
proof. Since K has a tubular neighbourhood, we see that the dose of

NOTE:Equivalently, WhI =

= GLzuty9), Fg): get each component of"KCS" is a smooth manifold with boundary in
It is simply connected by Seifert-ran-Kampen theorem.

where GLIRL:=CoMGLn(RL foravngR, Thus, if we remove from it a small die we get a simply connected acobordium
and at devoke abeliamization (Kn (R):= GLIRLa

By the L-cobordium Theorem this is differomorphic to inCo.it, and we

can put back the dime by the identity to get a differmorpion to AD" is.

Remark. WEEE =0 eince i= has Eudidean algorithm
WaL =0 for =fingen. Caberical group

Conjecture. WhI=0 if it is torsion-free.


